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Abstract: 
 
 Pursuing a documentary on the crisis of generational poverty and the lack of affordable, quality 

housing in Muncie, Indiana, this creative process analysis statement outlines the visual storytelling 

journey of producing and editing Theory Into Action: Rising Beyond Generational Poverty. Detailed 

processes of pre-production, production, and post-production are outlined as well as personal reflections 

and insights by Hailey Russell, a Telecommunications student at Ball State University.  

The documentary encourages awareness and education on issues surrounding generational 

poverty through interviews with members of non-profit organizations Family Alliance, Muncie Bridges, 

and the personal experience of a single parent scholar of Family Alliance. Through the stories of each 

interview, viewers are introduced to some of the many complicated reasons our country struggles with 

generational poverty as well as ways local organizations, such as Family Alliance and Muncie Bridges, 

are working to combat the obstacles of poverty within the Muncie community and beyond. 
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Process Analysis Statement 

Introduction 
Entering my last year at Ball State University, I began to consider the rigorous pursuit of my 

honors thesis project. To serve as the final project at Ball State that I was proud to put my name on, I 

wanted to focus on a topic that I was interested in and that I felt would leave a lasting impact on the 

honors college. With the help and guidance of Jason Powell and Michele Owen of Family Alliance, I 

chose the subject I wanted to do for my final thesis project.  

I had volunteered briefly for the organization 'Beneficence Family Scholars’ and I deeply admired 

the mission. Eliminating generational poverty barriers from single parent families and ensuring the ability 

for these individuals to receive quality education, was a mission I was proud to be a part of.  

This mission was personally important to me as well - my mother, at age eighteen, was a Ball 

State freshman when she found out she was pregnant with me. With an unstable home life, and limited 

options as a soon-to-be single mother, she was unsure how she would be able to support me financially. 

She had set herself an ultimatum. If she did not have her own safe and secure housing by five months 

gestation, she would put me up for adoption. My mom was one of the lucky ones. She was able to receive 

Section 8 housing and continue her college education while working and raising me. I attended her 

graduation in 2001 and I am forever thankful that my mom found housing and assistance to be able to 

raise me as her own.  

I appreciate the mission of providing housing and removing obstacles from those who want to 

live self-sustainably and to support their children. For this reason, I pursued a documentary focusing on 

Beneficence Family Scholars (now named Family Alliance) for my final thesis project. As a documentary 

fanatic and Telecommunications student, this project was easy to choose, and I was excited to begin the 

journey of learning more about generational poverty and educating others on the crisis of housing. 
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Pre-Production 
The first step to producing a documentary includes a lot of thorough preparation. This ensures 

that the production and post-production run smoothly. This is the first project I produced, where I was 

responsible for recruiting and leading a production team. The task seemed daunting at first, as my passion 

in film lies primarily in post-production and editing. However, I was excited for the challenge and the 

opportunity to develop new skills that would prove useful in my future endeavors. To begin, I compiled a 

list of people I thought would provide quality information and content for the documentary. This initially 

included Jason Powell, Co-Founder and President of Family Alliance, Michele Owen, Director of Family 

Alliance, and Liz Reith, an original immersive student on the Beneficence Family Scholar project. In 

order to include more diversity and insight, I was privileged to find Kyra Conatser, from Muncie Bridges, 

who was willing to speak on the topics of generational poverty and the housing crisis in Muncie. 

Additionally, I felt that a personal success story would be an impactful piece to this documentary. I made 

it a mission to find someone who would be willing to share their story on a very vulnerable topic. This 

was a challenge as many ‘scholars’ from Family Alliance were hesitant to share their personal story. 

Some families felt that they would need to remain anonymous, which I understood and respected, but I 

felt that a clearly identified success story would be fundamental in expressing the importance of this 

topic. With the help of Michele Owen and the family advocates with Family Alliance, I was able to find 

Christina Bates, a scholar with a triumphant story, who welcomed an interview for my thesis project.  I 

also spoke with other board members and immersive students on the original non-profit immersive course 

to receive input and ensure that I was pursuing people who would honor the topic of generational poverty 

and shine light on issues within our own community here in Muncie. 

Once I was able to pick my interviewees, I began drafting a list of pre-interview questions. I 

conducted a pre-interview with Kyra Conatser, whom I had not met personally before this project. I 

wanted to make sure that I had some background on her experiences and on topics that I should avoid in 

the filmed interview. This pre-interview was conducted over the phone and it aided me in compiling an 

official list of questions that would provide the best content. I then conducted a pre-interview with Liz 
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Reith, an immersive student, and current social media chair for Family Alliance. She was able to provide 

some insight on the initial goals and origins of Family Alliance as well as provide some feedback on my 

draft of questions for scholar Christina Bates.  

Interview questions for a documentary film provide some guides for the story, but each 

interviewee provides their own experiences and stories that differ. I appreciate the ability, as an editor, to 

piece together a unified, powerful narrative provided to me through individual accounts of those I 

interview. So, it is important to ask the right questions that will build upon the final story. I created a list 

of interview questions to provide insight on personal journeys, passions, and goals for future endeavors. 

An all-encompassing list of questions, even those that I knew I would not include in the final edit, were 

instrumental in helping me understand the story that I wanted to tell and to convey in a deeper way.  

A documentary with this much production needed a talented crew to bring this story to life, so 

within my pre-production steps, I reached out to peers in the TCOM program that I knew would 

appreciate the opportunity to work on this project personally and professionally. All the individuals who 

stepped forward were passionate in their own expertise. Nick Kampsen, a fellow co-worker and friend 

who is a skilled cinematographer and enjoys time on production sets, - acted as a ‘production coordinator’ 

and provided his input on equipment choices and the creative looks on camera. The rest of my crew 

included Evan Manning as second camera operator, Hunter Shaffer as gaffer, and Maddie Rambissoon on 

production audio. Everyone on this team was excited to pursue this project and I was thrilled to have such 

a talented group of students on set for my final thesis project.  

Following the crew selection, I met with Kampsen to determine what equipment would be 

necessary in achieving the look of this documentary. I encouraged him to pursue this as an opportunity to 

try something new or creative. We are always looking for ways to test out different techniques and I 

trusted his expertise. Together we compiled a list of equipment including the Canon C300 and various 

lens types including the 50mm, 35mm, and 85mm, the sky panel for lighting, and a boom mic for 

capturing quality audio. 
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One of the most challenging aspects for this thesis project was finding production sets and 

scheduling times that worked for everyone. As this project was developed over the course of Spring 2021, 

during the Coronavirus pandemic, it was critical to be aware of all safety requirements and any concerns 

for those on set. Some of the guidelines included a mask mandate, social distancing of six feet, and 

keeping the crew number and shooting times to a minimum. I prepared my crew with these expectations 

and communicated to the interviewees of the precautions taken to ensure their safety during filming. I 

chose three different locations that provided various backdrops for each of my interviews. The Letterman 

Lobby in the Ball Communication Building, the Muncie Bridges Housing Utilization Building, and the 

Music Lounge located on the second floor of the Student Center. I scouted these locations with Nick 

Kampsen to ensure sound quality and visual elements would work for the interviews. I reserved the Music 

Lounge through the university to ensure I had the ability to conduct interviews without interruption and 

planned to film in the other locations on weekends when there would be less foot traffic. 

As soon as locations and dates were confirmed, both by my crew and by the talent, I was able to 

create call sheets for the crew. These documents provided details for the day so that my crew would be 

prepared for the shoot and have a general understanding of who would be interviewed. I listed the 

interview name, the location, the schedule for the day, production roles, and emergency contact numbers. 

This extra step in the pre-production process clarifies details, ensures everyone is on the same page, and 

encourages organization for the day.  

Production 
Being on set for many TCOM students is one of the most exciting stages of the visual storytelling 

journey. My crew was on time and ready to begin the production. We were ecstatic to begin this 

production journey during a time when many productions were cut short and limited due to the pandemic. 

Saturday, February 27th, 2021 we prepared to interview Liz Reith, a student on the original immersive 

‘Beneficence Family Scholars’ and the current social media chair for Family Alliance. We gathered the 

equipment and began to set up in the Letterman Lobby. I acted as a director and made sure everyone on 
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set had what they needed to efficiently perform their job. I approved Nick Kampsen’s framing for both 

the main camera and second angle camera. Maddie Rambissoon ensured the boom microphone was 

connected and received by the Zoom recorder and Hunter Shaffer began adjusting lights for appropriate 

contrast on the subject. It was wonderful to see so many moving pieces on set and to know we were all 

working toward the same goal - the quality video recording of our first interview.   

Liz Reith arrived on time and the crew made sure to remain socially distanced as we adjusted the 

shot and tested her audio levels. Once recording on both audio and camera, we had a slate clap on screen 

so that I would be able to correctly synchronize the audio and video angles in post-production. I first 

asked Liz to spell out her name and introduce her official title in regard to this project. I feel that it is 

important to get this information correct and recorded so that any documentation of the interview is 

correctly cited and spelled. Although I had my list of prepared questions, I found that the best interview 

content is found in candid dialogue, so I adjusted questions and steered our conversations in a way that 

made the interviewee more comfortable and natural. I asked Liz a list of questions varying from her work 

on the immersive class to what her next steps would be post-graduation. I was sure to ask her for any 

additional comments she may have had on her work with the non-profit and the topic of generational 

poverty. Sometimes these answers provide content I may not have expected to get, but still prove to be 

powerful statements.  

The second interview conducted for my thesis project was held at the Muncie Bridges location in 

Muncie, Indiana. We were able to record on Saturday, March 20, 2021 when the location was closed to 

the public which allowed us to get quality audio and footage. Kyra Conatser, the Director of Resource 

Development at Muncie Bridges, was helpful in providing information on the Muncie Bridges mission as 

well as the facilities and programs offered by the non-profit. The content provided by Conatser added a 

supplemental layer of information on generational poverty and the housing crisis in Muncie specifically. 

We also were able to get a tour of the facility and capture secondary, B-Roll, footage for the 

documentary. These shots presented donation boxes, food, and the Muncie Bridges Tiny Homes that are 

provided to families in need.  
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The final day of production for my documentary was held on Sunday, March 28, 2021 in the 

Music Lounge of the Ball State Student Center. This day included three interviews, the first of which was 

with Christina Bates, a Family Alliance Scholar. Jason Powell next, the President of Family Alliance, and 

finally, Michele Owen, Executive Director of Family Alliance. It was important to plan ahead for each 

shot for these interviews so that there was variety in the backgrounds for each interview.  

The first interview with Christina Bates was the most powerful as she had a success story, I was 

proud to present in the documentary. I felt it was important to introduce myself and ask some fun, casual 

questions before I enquired about her personal experiences. I found out about her favorite TV show, fun 

activities with her children, and learned a bit about her favorite cat. When I was able to build that 

connection, she seemed to speak more conversationally and naturally which captured her story well on 

camera. It was exciting to hear about how she is flourishing academically and how proud she is of her 

achievements, even with her challenging past.  

The interviews with Jason Powell and Michele Owen provided copious amounts of content on 

Family Alliance and the struggles of generational poverty in our community. Both were well spoken and 

well read on the issues of generational poverty and housing - I knew it would be difficult to narrow their 

words down to just a ten-minute documentary.  

Completing the production of this documentary, I was excited to begin the challenge of piecing 

the story together that was so graciously provided to me in the form of five interviews. I respectfully 

thanked each of my interviewees and made note to forward on the final project once it was complete.  

Post-Production 
With over five hours of insightful interview footage, it was important to stay organized on the 

endeavor to piece together a ten-minute story on my own. I first created a sequence for each interview in 

my Adobe Premiere Pro project and cut out all content that had my interviewing questions on camera or 

unnecessary audio. I labeled each section with a title of the content provided and began compiling some 

of the best bits into one master sequence. This allowed me to remove any content I knew would be less 
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useful in the final storyline, but I would still be able to retrieve it if I felt like it could benefit the story 

later in the editing process.  

After just one rough cut through all the footage, I was left with about two hours of footage, still 

with quality content. I was quickly overwhelmed with piecing it all together and felt that the process 

would benefit from logging the two hours of footage. Although this process also took a large portion of 

my time, the footage log allowed me to quickly mark out or highlight important sections. I was able to 

read the content provided in each interview instead of scrubbing through the two hours of footage every 

time.  

From this point, I continued to cut pieces out and ordered the storyline in a way that would be 

enticing to watch. I wanted a powerful introduction segment, an arching storyline, and an ending piece 

that would leave a lasting impact on the viewer. With that in mind, I provided a section that highlighted 

the origins of Family Alliance, the goals of the nonprofit, and I chose to highlight some of the key issues 

organizations like Family Alliance strive to combat.  

Simultaneously, I worked to design lower third graphics, the title card animation, ending credits, 

as well as exploring music options and coloring the footage for the final look. One of the most arduous 

aspects of post-production was brainstorming a powerful title for this project - I spent the majority of the 

semester unsure of how the final story would lay out, as most of the content was presented to me after the 

interviews were conducted. With the help and inspiration of family and peers, I landed on the title, Theory 

into Action: Rising Beyond Generational Poverty. I felt that this title combined the progressive and 

positive values of Family Alliance as well as highlighting the awareness I hope to bring to those who 

watch this documentary.  

Storyline Summary 
The documentary begins with Dr. Jason Powell of Family Alliance describing his struggle in 

finding a way to take action on issues he cares about - he was aware of the problems surrounding 

generational poverty, but before the introduction to Family Scholar House, he felt as though he was only 
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speaking on the topic rather than putting effort into making a change. Following the title sequence, Powell 

continues with the origins of Family Alliance and the immersive course that helped start the non-profit. 

Liz Reith continues to describe the course specifically and the mission of the non-profit. Michele Owen 

offers information on some of the programs the current organization strives to offer for single parent 

families to support them in continuing their education. Powell offers alarming statistics on some of the 

issues prevalent here in the Muncie community - including the percentage of single parent families living 

below the poverty line, and the ratio of 3rd graders reading below level. He suggests that the way to end 

generational poverty is to support single parents and their children in completing quality education so that 

they can move forward self-sustainably. Michele Owen remarks on the beauty of watching families begin 

to believe in themselves and gain confidence on their academic journeys.  

The second segment of this documentary transitions into an interview with Christina Bates, a 

current Family Alliance scholar. Her commentary on what Family Alliance has done to support her 

throughout her academic career provides foundation to the words of Jason Powell and Michele Owen. 

Christina follows this discussion with her past experiences involving unfortunate situations and people 

that contributed to her lack of confidence. Her success story is highlighted toward the end of this segment 

as she describes how she rose from those negative situations and achieved her goals in education. She 

ends with words of advice she would give to her past self - reassuring herself that she can do whatever she 

puts her mind to. Michele Owen completes this segment with appreciation and support of Christina’s hard 

work as well as her excitement to continue supporting Christina and her family through Family Alliance.  

Michele continues to speak on the organization's goal to tap into the minds of scholars to see what 

their true goals and aspirations for life are. The organization wants to find a way to support these families 

in their endeavors to success; beyond what they may think is achievable. Jason Powell speaks on 

generational poverty in America and the stereotypes many people hold without understanding the 

struggles of many families in our communities. He grapples with the misunderstanding of poverty in 

America and the deeper reasons as to why a family remains in this cycle. Kyra Conatser continues 

Powell’s conversation on the reasons this cycle is so difficult to escape. She speaks on programs we 
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might put more money into in order to see a change. Michele highlights the struggle to ‘move up’ as 

many financial aids are cut when income minimally increases, thereby keeping families in the same level 

of poverty. Kyra Conatser discusses her frustrations on the ‘ultimatums’ people often hold to those 

struggling with poverty. She promotes the Muncie Bridges mission to help people at whatever stage they 

are at - regardless of addiction, job status, and other issues.  

 The last segment of this documentary highlights the housing crisis and the importance of 

community for families in poverty who are working to improve their quality of life both personally and 

for the futures of their children. Michele and Jason comment on the stability that a quality home provides 

to a family in need. Many issues stem from lack of quality housing and this is an important issue to keep 

in mind as people try to overcome generational barriers like housing. Michele ends this segment with the 

Family Alliance goal to provide a housing community for their scholars as well as the benefits this type of 

community provides to single parent families. She completes this documentary with her hopes for the 

future of this organization and the excitement of seeing families rise beyond the barriers that have been 

put in place to keep them in the cycle of generational poverty.  

Personal Journey and Lasting Impacts 
 Throughout the production of this documentary, I was worried that I might not do justice to the 

topic of generational poverty. This is an issue our country has been struggling with for many years and I 

know that this documentary will not solve it. My hope for this is that the words of these five interviews 

enlighten people to think deeply and find empathy for those who have different backgrounds, experiences, 

and opportunities in our country. I often hear uneducated and hateful comments about those in poverty 

and I feel that throughout this journey, I was educated on the many ways people have come to feel these 

negative thoughts. I hope that this documentary in part brings awareness to the issue of generational 

poverty, but also educates those with preconceived notions of people living in poverty. There is not one 

single person at fault for this crisis, it is the product of years of institutionalized programs that keep 

people in their current economic status.  
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 I hope this serves as a time capsule for Family Alliance as they continue to grow and take on 

more families. Furthermore, I would like for Ball State and the Muncie community to be able to look back 

on the generational poverty issues in 2021 as a marker for improvements throughout the coming years.  
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Appendix 

Call Sheet & Interview Question Examples 
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Link to the Final Documentary 
https://vimeo.com/546083867  

 




